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Arcadia Station SB–101
Echoes of Pain
Episode VI (6) — “Hunting”
Stardate 11505.04
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Starring (in order of appearance):
NickMoline (The Host) (11 lines)
	CO Capt Bodine (Mike Johnson) (23 lines)
	CTO LtJG Cadarn (Mike Hiles) (14 lines)
CEO LtJg Takor (Christina Doane) (29 lines)
CSEC CPL Kaas (Daniel Hendrix) (12 lines)
Guest Appearances By (in order of appearance):
Nick Moline as CPO Ackey (1 lines)
	Christina Doane as EO Jenkins (1 lines)
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Mission Transcript
NickMoline says:
Previously on Arcadia

It turns out it is only paranoia if they aren't actually out to get you
Nyira Santiago, who was being treated in the infirmary for what appeared to be a psychotic break, has been abducted from the station using a Breen transporter beam.

The beam was tracked to just below the shipyards, but there's no sign of a ship there.

The crew searches for their missing friend.
CO Capt Bodine says:
Captain's Log Stardate 11505.04. I was summoned to Sickbay when Nyira Santiago who seemed to be afflicted at the time by hallucinations of some kind was abducted by an unknown entity. Whatever was affecting her for now we much treat as a very real and serious threat. I have ordered Arcadia Station locked down and the search for her is about to begin. Time is very important here. We
need to really stop losing people this way. It might get around.
NickMoline says:
Resume "Echoes of Pain" -- Episode VI
CTO LtJG Cadarn says:
::In operations at main tactical going over the sensor logs trying to get a fix on which direction the ship may have gone.::
CEO LtJg Takor says:
::Contacts ops letting them know the modfications to the long range sensors are ready and to begin scanning for the ship::
CTO LtJG Cadarn says:
*CEO*: Bringing the modified sensors online now, will let you know if we find anything. ::Taps a few buttons and brings up the new sensors settings and begins scanning the area.::
CSEC CPL Kaas says:
::Steps off the shuttle and barks out orders over the comm not even bothering changing out of battledress.:: Security: Alpha to Golf, updates on your sweeps. ::Pausing registering the answer:: Security: Hotel and India, report. ::Pausing again he began moving to the turbolift, carrying his helmet::
CO Capt Bodine says:
::looks through subspace relay information to see if there was any official or untagged perlsonal transmissions just before the abduction::
CEO LtJg Takor says:
*CTO*:Understood, on my way up. I will coordinate with my team from Ops ::Talks to her deputy for a minute then heads to ops, tapping on a Padd furiously::
CTO LtJG Cadarn says:
::Closes the comm with Takor and taps his badge again.:: *CSEC*: Cadarn to Kaas.
CO Capt Bodine says:
*CSEC*: Please access sensors do yet another sweep of the station for any signs of Ms. Santiago's comm-badge please. Could she still be on Arcadia?
CTO: If they left aboard a ship we have got to discover a way to find it.
CEO LtJg Takor says:
::Arrives in ops:: CTO: Anything? ::Heads to her station.::
CTO LtJG Cadarn says:
::Glances up at the captain.:: CO: Agreed, ::Glances over as Takor enters OPS.:: CO/CEO: So far nothing on sensors. I have 2 runabouts ready to leave with teams standing by but until I have a direction to send them...
CO Capt Bodine says:
::contacts the drydock:: *Arcadia Drydock*: This is Captain Bodine, do we have any ships that could be used for swift response should we need to chase down a fleeing ship? We may need a ship very soon.
CSEC CPL Kaas says:
::Steps in the turbolift and taps out the code to the Promenade:: CTO: Standby sir ::Sighs and answers the CO on the station frequency:: CO: Affirmative sir, on it. My teams have reported nothing and Medbay only has the transporter trace. I don't believe she could be sir, it wouldn't make sense.
CEO LtJg Takor says:
::punches her station::CTO: Modifying to multphasic somethings gotta bounce back as odd....::Taps keys::
CTO: Its not like they would of stayed where they were....
CSEC CPL Kaas says:
::Brings up his PADD and taps a few buttons, leaving the command frequency open:: CTO: Go ahead
CTO LtJG Cadarn says:
::Pauses in listening to Takor and responds to Kaas.:: *CSEC*: You assigned someone I believe to follow up on the individual that Nyria was seeing in her mind, have they found anything on his current location?
CEO: I'm guessing they left the system right after transport but so far haven't seen anything on sensors or the sensor data to indicate what direction they went.
CEO LtJg Takor says:
CTO: Her  comm badge is near the place where we traced to the transporter beam originally....
CEO LtJg Takor says:
::Sounds confused but continues with the scans::
CPO Ackey (NickMoline) says:
*CO* I don't think so captain, there aren't any starships here currently.
CSEC CPL Kaas says:
::Grunts and shakes his head before realizing that tramission was over radio. Stepping out on the Promenade he purposefully walks towards the head station:: *CTO*: Negative on that sir. ::Pausing:: *CO/CTO*: Sirs. I am sending you a cropped segment from our security footage a few moments before her incident. This was found by my team just now.
CTO LtJG Cadarn says:
::Frowns and glances up at Takor.:: CEO: Her commbadge is out by the drydock? Or in sickbay?
CO Capt Bodine says:
ALL: Okay I need ideas, and we don't have ay ships to hunt her down with unless we use a runabout. So where is she people. Do we have anything?
CEO LtJg Takor says:
CTO: Drydock ::Sends exact location to his station::
CTO/CO: We have her commbadge....
CTO LtJG Cadarn says:
CEO: Would think there would be easier ways to dispose of that then jetison it.
CEO LtJg Takor says:
CTO
CSEC CPL Kaas says:
::Moves into the security station and sits down beside his wife placing his helmet on the table. Accepting some coffee from an Crewman Dukath stares at the array of screen sipping it:: *CO*: Sir, I wish I had an answer. I'm just a jarhead sir.
CO Capt Bodine says:
CEO: Can you lock on to her badge and bring it back here?
CEO LtJg Takor says:
CTO/CO: attempting to lock on and transport....::Taps a few more keys intently::
NickMoline says:
ACTION: The comm badge is beamed to Transporter Room 2, there is no body attached to it
CO Capt Bodine says:
CTO: Sweep the drydock and the area around it for cloaked ships make sure there is nothing there.
CEO: Any luck?
CEO LtJg Takor says:
CTO/CO: Its just the commbadge ::Frustrated she again looks to the sensors modifying them trying to find the right combination to detect the enemy vessel,::
CO: No...::Practically growls the word::
::taps keys like they personally offended her::
CO Capt Bodine says:
ALL: Okay, Takor let your teams on the dock know we are headed over there to look for a missing person. Everyone else let's go get her.
CTO LtJG Cadarn says:
::Refrains from telling the captain he's done so already a number of times and just begins another scan.:: CO: If we can't find out which direction they went we should try and track down this person Nyria was seeing in her hallucinations, or his associates.
CO Capt Bodine says:
CEO: Can we beam over there ourselves?
CEO LtJg Takor says:
CO: Understood Sir...::gives the needed orders::
CSEC CPL Kaas says:
::Begins to nod off gently after giving orders to divert someone to pick it up the badge. Mara nudges him lightly jolting him awake.:: *CO*: Someone is on the way to get the commbadge sir.
CO Capt Bodine says:
CSEC: Can you please follow up on Cadarn's suggestion. there were reports that she saw someone. If we have a starting reference point of where the unknown person was seen see if you can lock in on his or her features and attempt to back trace his or her steps from that point forward. They may still be on Arcadia.
CEO LtJg Takor says:
CO: Yes Sir, we can.
CTO LtJG Cadarn says:
::Targets a tachyon scan in the area of the drydock in hopes of picking up a cloaked ship in the area, if it was still around which he doubted.::
CEO LtJg Takor says:
CO: Recommend a security team
CSEC CPL Kaas says:
*CO*: Sir,yes sir. We did that but it came up nothing, I'll run another full scan.
CO Capt Bodine says:
CEO: Of course.
CEO LtJg Takor says:
::has another senior engineer take the engineering station with orders to keep modfying until they find the vessel::
::Steps near the CO ready to go::
CO Capt Bodine says:
CEO: Beam us to the ajoining compartment where the Comm-badge came from. Not the same room as, You, me, the marines, and Cadarn. Lorin: Keep Operations on Lockdown till we get back.
CEO LtJg Takor says:
CO: Aye Sir, ::Nods to her engineer who nods back::CO: Soon as everyone is ready Jenkins will site to site from whereever they are to where they need to be Sir.
CTO LtJG Cadarn says:
::Hears the captain mention his name and looks up, then turns to Regis.:: TO: I'm scanning the area with a tachyon scan, I've started near the drydock, but begins a search pattern fanning out from there, have the runabouts launch and assist if needs be.
CSEC CPL Kaas says:
::Places down his coffee and straps on his helmet while his wife does the same. Safes are taken off and seals are checked.:: *CO*: We're good to go sir

CO Capt Bodine says:
CTO: Open the Security locker and get us some phasors real quick. Make sure they are set on stun. :: assumes the marines already are armed::
EO Jenkins (CEO LtJg Takor) says:
Conducts a prelim scan of the area checking for life signs and looking for a suitably empty spot to put the team down in::
CEO LtJg Takor says:
::teams in engineering still using long range sensors to detect the enemy vessel, continuously modifying it. Looking for the hidden vessel::
CO Capt Bodine says:
*CSEC*: Please retrieve the Comm-badge bring it to Operations. Let's see where it says it's been.
CEO LtJg Takor says:
::Talks to Jenkins who aims a passive scan at under the drydock using a quantum barymium configuration and modifying the alternating capacitor matrix , ideally bombarding the area of space making a cloaked vessel somewhat visible by what it wouldn't show::
CSEC CPL Kaas says:
::Sips his coffee after clipping his helmet to his belt:: *CO*: On my way sir. ::Meets the Crewmen outside the station and takes the plastic baggie containing the commbadge. Mara falling in beside him, most civilians gawking at two Marines in full battle rattle moving with a purpose. Taking the turbolift they arrive at Ops and snap to attention::
CTO LtJG Cadarn says:
::Has a thought on the cloaking device, since the tachyon sweep wasn't finding anything and due to the age of the transporter tech it might work. He moved back to his station and tried a metaphysic scan of the area, in case they were using old Klingon tech.

CO Capt Bodine says:
CSEC: Thank you for being prompt. Download the badge data and see if there is any helpful information there corporal.
CSEC CPL Kaas says:
::Hands his PADD and the badge to the CEO:: CEO: Here you go ma'am
CEO LtJg Takor says:
::Takes them, thanking the corporal. Then begins analysis, figuring the beam out the Captain wanted was on hold until he said otherwise::
CO Capt Bodine says:
CSEC/CEO: Feel free to work together I want the information as soon as possible.
CEO LtJg Takor says:
::Gives the Commbadge to Jenkins to analysis it::CO/CSEC: Aye Sir, working on editing a facial reconfiguration algorithm software patch for this face...:::Downloads the image::CSec: Should take just a moment...
CSEC CPL Kaas says:
::Looks around and shrugs his shoulders:: CO: I'm sorry sir. ::Looks at the CEO:: CEO: Ma'am, if my jarhead brain can be of any use besides smashing down bulkheads, let me know.
CTO LtJG Cadarn says:
::Resists the urge to slam his fist against the console as still nothing shows on sensors and they are still no closer to finding Nyria.::
CO Capt Bodine says:
CSEC: Let's also find out if her family is on Arcadia right now. given the lack of information we may need to dig more inter herpast if any such records exist in order ot find any solid leads.
CEO LtJg Takor says:
Csec: Well maybe send a few people to talk to people in the areas where he was seen, see if they remember anything about Jerkward...
NickMoline says:
INFO: In a small room somewhere, Nyira shudders in fear as she watches T'Kran remove his pants, a sadistic grin on his face.
PAUSE
Episode Title: Hunting
Time Lapse: 1 Hour


